TiltPicker - Bug #330

Click Clear Polygon with no polygon points clear all picks in TiltPicker

04/07/2010 09:06 PM - Neil Voss

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee:
Category:
Target version: TiltPicker v2.0

Description
Click Clear Polygon with no polygon points clear all picks in TiltPicker

Associated revisions
Revision 13436 - 04/07/2010 09:27 PM - Neil Voss
fix case where rm polygon deletes all picked particles, refs #330

Revision 66402a44 - 04/08/2010 12:27 AM - Neil Voss
fix case where rm polygon deletes all picked particles, refs #330

Revision 13441 - 04/08/2010 03:51 PM - Neil Voss
targets undefined, refs #330

Revision 13442 - 04/08/2010 03:54 PM - Neil Voss
targets undefined, refs #330

Revision 1c97c278 - 04/08/2010 06:51 PM - Neil Voss
targets undefined, refs #330

Revision 8bde298d - 04/08/2010 06:54 PM - Neil Voss
targets undefined, refs #330

History
#1 - 04/07/2010 09:06 PM - Neil Voss
- Project changed from Appion to TiltPicker

#2 - 04/07/2010 09:28 PM - Neil Voss
- Status changed from Assigned to In Code Review
- Assignee changed from Neil Voss to Amber Herold
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

#3 - 04/08/2010 03:50 PM - Amber Herold
- Assignee changed from Amber Herold to Neil Voss

Please fix onClearPolygon() as we discussed.

#4 - 04/08/2010 03:52 PM - Neil Voss
- Assignee changed from Neil Voss to Amber Herold

Test case:
1. open TiltPicker with images
2. picks several particles
3. click 'rm polygon' with NO polygon vertices selected
4. particles should not be deleted

09/03/2020
Neil, do you want to assign this to someone for test? If there are a bunch of tiltpicker issues to test and no one readily available, I could set aside some time to run through all of them if you can get me to the right place with the right images.

#6 - 04/26/2010 09:41 PM - Neil Voss
- Status changed from In Test to Closed
- Assignee deleted (Neil Voss)